
Feedback 
(Classes : VI-XII) 
 

1) Dear Ma’am 

The work done by Swarnprastha Public School during the unexpected Covid-19 lockdown is awesome!  

I witnessed a well- planned, well- executed and smooth conduction of online classes. The teachers 

have adopted the teaching process through technology and have taught the kids too. The time table is 

followed diligently without any hitch or glitch. The school has ensured the safety of children by 

creating individual emails for all its students. A big thanks to the teachers for making the classes so 

interactive and interesting. The mock class tests and the regular notebook work has kept the kids busy 

and involved. Not just academics, the school has been conducting the extra- curricular activities online 

too. I feel it’s a very good step taken by SPS under  your estemmed leadership and guidance. I must 

congratulate to you and the management for setting a new benchmark. Iam totally satisfied and 

extremely delighted that my child is a part of Swarnprastha. I am sure many new accomplishments are 

waiting ahead! 

       Dr Neetu Kumar Taneja- Mother of Pranav Taneja (VI-D) 

2) Good afternoon ma'am 
When schools were shut and other learning sources were unavailable due to COVID-19 then online 
classes taken by teachers of  Swarnprastha school were really appreciable. We were worried about the 
syllabus of our wards but classes taken through  google classroom managed the syllabus and 
interaction between teachers and students was excellent. Proper activities and home work was being 
provided by the teachers. Even music and physical  education classes were being taken with great 
efforts. Holiday home work and instructions related to it was much clear. PPt's were sent timely  and 
properly. Students  were in discipline during the meetings. It was the vision of school authorities and 
teachers that made teaching -learning process alive during lockdown. 
With regards 

Parents-Jinal  (VIII A) 
 

3) We take this opportunity to pay our sincere gratitude for the team of Swarnprastha School  Sonepat. 

The visionary management,  dedicated Principal and hardworking staff is leaving no stone unturned to 

turn this institute into a citadel of learning. 

Our doting son Gurmeet spent 13 years in this school and my daughter Bhavika spent 2 years in this 

school and as parents we are more than satisfied as they learnt basic of academics along with sports 

skill. Through various co-curricular activities he learnt various life skills which will be for sure change 

him into a responsible citizen of 21st century. The way you have been running the school is 

impressively good and we must say it is because of your efforts and enthusiasm that Swarnprastha is 

progressing by leaps and bounds. We are sure most of the parents feel the same way. We pay our 

sincere regards and wish all the very best to the institute of repute. 

We do hope that team Swarnprastha will continue to perform this service for the betterment of nation. 

Yours sincerely. 

Ritu and Naresh Antil Parent of GurmeetAntil 



4) Swarnprastha team works under dynamic leadership of Mrs. Rashmi Grover. She is great visionary and 

educationist. Over the years this school has evolved into the one of premier institute of Sonepat.  

Swarnprastha is synonymous with quality education and is pledged to foster the spirit of holistic 

development of its students. The school is centre of excellence that chisel and mould the children in 

way so that they may rise high and expect the unexplored vistas of today’s challenging life. 

PARENT OF SAMIKSHA- VIII-B AND SAKSHAM LAHOTI 

 

5) It’s said that “An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.” We have been a part of the 

Swarnprastha family since last fourteen years and so far it is the greatest investment of our life. Our 

ward has not only achieved academic education here but he was instilled with moral values that are 

going to help him throughout his life. Whether it is academics or co-curricular activities, the S.P.S 

family has helped him to excel in all the spheres of life. The school’s staff especially the Hon’ble 

Principal- Mrs. Rashmi Grover has managed the school with such perfection that each and every 

student comes out with flying colours.  Indeed, the efforts from the side of school have guaranteed a 

bright future for our ward. Thank a lot to the S.P.S family. 

Parents of SiddharthSanduja- X-A 

6) My ward is inspired of your  speech. I personally know and interacted with Rashmi mam. Infact 

principal has asked me to give a lecture to students. I will definitely come  and meet you. 

Parents of Nivesh- VII D 

 

7) Hello Mam I am father of Mehul Arora 7C and Ridhiman Arora 9-B and wanted to thank you for taking 

such a good initiative and implementing all study methods to keep children learning going. 

Parents of Mehul Arora (VII-C) & Ridhiman Arora (IX-B) 

 

8) In this tough times, the online learning program is a great initiative by the Team SPS. I would like to 

appreciate all the teachers for putting in great efforts in conducting online classes. In this difficult time, 

instead of brooding over negativity, the students are engaged and have a positive purpose at hand. 

Thank you, again and best of luck!         Ms. Deepali Chugh- Mother of DivyamChugh (VIII-B) 

 

9) I feel blessed to have such dedicated set of teachers at Swarnprastha Public School. Iam a witness to 

the dedication and sincerity the teachers have exhibited in teaching online. I feel relieved that my child 

is in safe hands. Thank you!   Mr. Naveen Kr.Lohchab- father of ChahakLohchab (VI-D) 

     

10) My child loves school and its easy to see why. We observe the dynamic way in which you deliver 

lessons and the encouragement you provide. We are pleased that our daughter is learning so much in 

school. You are all doing a fantastic job!  MsParulBedi- Mother of PrabhnoorBedi (VII-A) 

 



11) I really appreciate the attempt of the school and teachers for preparing the e-content and taking the 

online classes. With the start of online classes, one thing that has become possible is for parents to 

appreciate the teachers MORE. The way they handle the children and show patience with them to 

ensure that each child learns is commendable. Ms.JyotiGupta- Mother of Chehak Gupta (VIII-A) 

 

 

12) This is a distressing time for all of us, and a perfect occasion for me to pen down a note of appreciation 

for all the teachers at Swarnprastha Public School. The staff is really doing a praiseworthy job by 

preparing the e-content with detailed explanation with utmost patience andallegiance. I would like 

thank each teacher at SPS for her hard work and commitment. Both the academic content and the co-

curricular videos keep the students engaged and refreshed. The dedication and devotion of the school 

touches a chord in my heart and I feel blessed that my ward has such a wonderful set of educators. 

Ms. Pooja Kashiva- Mother of NeeravKashiva (VIII-B) 

13) Thank you to all the teachers and the school for doing so much for the students in this difficult phase of 

lockdown. As a parent, I know that a perfect school and teachers are hard to find but for me, all the 

staff members of Swarnprastha Public School are the best for my child. I appreciate the love and care 

you provide!     Ms.Poonam Arya- Mother of Dev Arya (VII-A) 

 

14) As wonderful teachers you may not realize that all good teachers have parental qualities. But as 

parents, we realize that we don’t have exquisite teaching qualities like yours. My son has learnt a lot 

from all the teachers involved. I would like to thank all the teachers and Principal Madam, Ms. Rashmi 

Grover for taking the initiative of virtual teaching. Many thanks for your support!  

 

Dr K Ramkumar- Father of Nivesh R (VII-D) 

 

15) It’s great to see the hard work and ardor of the staff members at SwarnprasthaPublic School. You 

made sure that there is no loss of study and fun that the school provides. Thank you to the Principal 

and all the teachers.     Ms Seema- Mother of Rhythm (VI-B) 

 

16) I am totally satisfied with the e-content and the online classes conducted by the school. I am surprised 

at the details that the content contains and my child enjoys the classes very much. The new concepts 

are taught with a lot of persistence and the students are guided time and again to perform well. There 

is no loss of studies during this period of lockdown as the teachers have kept the students occupied 

and I am thankful to the faculty for doing such great work. 

Ms Sonia Dahiya- Mother of YashikaDahiya (VII-D) 

 



17) I would like to thank the teacher community for the selfless rendering of service for their students. The 

faculty has been working very hard to prepare the e-content and taking online classes. My daughter 

enjoys all the classes and never wants to miss any. I am thankful to Swarnprastha Public School for 

taking such good care of our children. Ms. Priyanka Gupta- Mother of Kaavya Gupta (VII-D) 

 

18) My heartfelt gratitude to all the teachers for the hard work and support that they provided to my son, 

as he is a new admission. Your patience and commitment to teach my child means a lot to me. With 

your guidance, my son has developed confidence and feels comfortable. I would like to give the school 

the credit for helping my child grow well. Ms. Deepti Madan- Mother of Bhoomik Madan (VI-B) 

 

 

19) Teaching is often a thankless job, but we can see how the staff here pours their heart and soul into 

daily lessons. The passion is inspiring! Don’t think because you don’t hear the words ‘Thank You’ 

everyday, we are not grateful to you. Keep it up! Mr Nitin Sharma- Father of Advika Sharma (VII-B) 

 
20) Due to COVID-19,this year we are unable to go to school. This is the reason due to which school has 

provided online classes to the students. 
There are many advantages of online education like online courses give students the opportunity to 
plan study time around the rest of their day, instead of the other way around. Students can study and 
work at their convenience .These are more comfortable. These are less expensive. It has a huge variety 
of options. So, online classes are a fantastic option for the students in this difficult time of COVID 19. 
With regards 

Parents - Saachi (VIII A) 
 

21) I would like to thank you and your team for online classes as these are effective for the students under 
the current situation. I personally feel good as our kids can't escape from studies anymore . Even 
though in summer vacation school is doing great job by arranging different hobby clubs so that 
students will improve their skill and use their time efficiently. Hats off to all teachers for their efforts 

.     
With regards 

Parents - Aarav Rathi (VIII A) 
 

22) Online classes is the only medium by which teaching is possible these days. Not only the subjects, but 
the school is also giving significance to the co-curricular activities.  Team  Swarnprastha  has done it 
again!!Sincere gratitude from the parents.. 
With regards 

Parents - Chehak (VIII A) 
 

23) During the unprecedented  and unexpected covid-19 lockdown I witnessed a smooth conduct of online 
classes. The teachers have put in a lot of effort to make the classes interesting and productive. Despite 
virtual classroom, students were able stimulated enough to participate in all class discussions. The 
practice tests were conducted on regular basis and notebook work was sent over e-mail. Although I 
miss the physical presence of my friends but there is nothing I do not like about online classes. 



ParthGaur  VIII B 
 

24) My online classes are a convenience for me. They allow me to take additional classes that would have 
not fit into my schedule otherwise. Online classes have helped me saving time and allowed me to be 
with my family. These classes also help students to technically explore their skills. Online classes have 
really helped all the students to study at home even in such a scenario of covid-19 lockdown. 

TejasDhawan- VIII B 
 

25) Hello Ma'am 
I am NikunjSachdeva's mom. Firstly I thank you all for teaching my son with your conscientious efforts 
by e-learning. I was so much worried about Nikunj's studies before but now he is able to do everything 
well on his own through e-contents and Google classes held by school. l appreciate your efforts and 
hard work. Thanks again for everything Ma'am. 

Parent - NikunjSachdeva- VIII C 
 
 

26) Good Evening Ma'am.  
The experience of online classes was wonderful. The e-content shared by the teachers is a very good 
way for utilizing time at home. The online classes provides us a perfect background for studying with 
our classmates. The hobby classes started by the school is a very good experience and we learned 
many new things in these classes. Therefore I enjoyed studying in the online classes and it is a very 
good platform for interactive learning.  
Thank you. Have a nice day !! 

PrachiKanyal VIII C 
 

27) Hello everyone, 
I am Prabhnnoor kaur of class 12 science of Swarnprastha Public School. We are facing an 
unprecedented pandemic that the world has seen in hundred years. A set of time table with lessons 
conducted through the combinations of PPTs and Google classrooms making online learning system 
effective. I feel very happy to tell you that I am quite satisfied with the online classes. I am taking 
classes for the subjects Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, English and Computer Science as an optional 
subject. The audio and video quality is very good. There are many more features that make work much 
easier. It helps making a daily schedule maintaining an active lifestyle and creative learning. It did a lot 
of help to me during the corona outbreak as the schools are shut. While studying online it is like a class 
discussion going on in school. Now we are in lockdown online classes helps me attain education. I am 
obliged to Madam Principal and especially thanks to my teachers who are taking pains of teaching us 
through online classes in such a crucial time and working so hard making beautiful PPTs. Online classes 
are very helpful as learning now has become much more creative and interactive task for us. 
Thank you all. 

Prabhnnoor kaur, XII A 

28) Everyday you greet your students through a screen 

With a smile upon your face 

Even though creating digital content 

The night before was a grueling race 



 

  

Money’s not your motivation, 

It’s the love for what you do 

You heed the special calling, 

To which you always stay true 

 

You go to great lengths, 

To ensure your pupils are taught well 

We might not be present in the classroom 

But the classes are still held on Zoom 

 

We thank you, worthy teachers 

For your hard work and effort 

You kept the student in us alive 

At the cost of your own comfort 

 

We also thank you, dear Prime Minister 

For your commitment to keeping us safe from the Corona 

Your willpower and tough decisions 

Make you a champion in the global arena. 

POEM BY AYUSHI BHARDWAJ XII C 

 

29) Now a days a virus called covid-19, 
is affecting many whether elders or teen. 
Everything is locked, 
So that the problem can be solved. 
We miss our school  
Life without it is not cool. 
I am grateful to my teachers, 
You keep your comfort aside 
And are always by our side. 
You do hardwork day and night  
To make the students bright. 
Through online classroom  
You are helping us to groom 
We also thank our prime minister 
Who helped a lot 
By giving us a positive thought. 
One thing that corona has taught, 
Is to live happily 
With your family! 

JYOTI TUSHIR XII C 



 

30) Schools are an essential part of one’s lifetime. And choosing the right school for your ward is a hard but 
important task. A school must create a balance between academics and co-curricular activities, 
passionate and qualified teachers, helpful staff and up to the mark campus. 
I personally find all these qualities in the school. The teachers are friendly, helpful and qualified; the 
staff is ever ready to help and most importantly, plethora of co-curricular and sport activities as stress 
busters. 22 Acres of lush green campus teach the students to save the environment. Teachers use up 
to date teaching methods and are devoted to make the students better learners. Life skills and 
etiquettes are imparted to students from early ages. Different options for streams in classes 11 and 12 
allow students to pursue their passion, whatever that might be. All in all, the school is perfect for 
students of all ages and all interests. 

DR. MANJU KHURANA- PARENT OF ANKIT KHURANA- IX-A 

31) Like thoughts are very powerful. They affect our general attitude as such School is the platform for 
every child to nurturing & development of the personality...  It was an "aah ha" moment and I was so 
glad when I chose Swarnprastha Public School in Sonepat for my kiddos. I have 3 kids. 
My wards are studying in this school since Sapling and now my eldest daughter is in 11th, my younger 
daughter is in 9th and my son is in 4th standard. As parents we are satisfied and happy with how our 
wards have progressed ...The school has growing over the years and I am really proud of the way of 
facilities are being arranged and expanding...I sincerely admire teachers & staff for the dedication and 
integrity for school... 

PARENT OF KEERTHI- X-A RIYANNA-VIII-B AND VISHANK BHARTI 
 

 

 


